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(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/the-russians-made-me-do-it.jpg)

Despite Hunter Biden’s exploitation of women—some of whom were VERY young—his acts which
included solicitation for prostitution, trafficking, revenge porn, unsafe handgun storage, speeding (172
MPH), and possession/distribution of cocaine, haven’t resulted in any persecution. This uncommonly
good fortune could be attributed to Hunter having been dipped in the river Styx and successive Teflon
immersions. The cumulative effects of this being that the DOJ and various state DAs consistently failed
to bring charges against him and likely politically suppressed evidence of criminal conduct.

The Mystery of the Missing Fingerprints 
On October 20th, 2016, Hunter flew to Los Angeles and spent a week in a hotel in Marina del Rey, where
he stocked-up (https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/hunters-crack-beggie.jpg) on crack
cocaine. On the morning of October 26th, he arrived at the Hertz rental office at LAX, got a car, and
proceeded to drive to Arizona, final destination, Grace Grove Retreat Center
(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/meet-puma-st.-angel-grace-grove-retreat-center-
1.mp4). Several hours into the trip, while driving possibly under the influence east on Interstate 10, just



beyond Palm Springs, he lost control of the car, jumped the median and crashed on the shoulder. He
called Hertz and got them to collect the damaged vehicle and replace it with another, a silver Jeep
Compass.

On October 28th, at about 10 PM, Hunter dropped-off the Jeep at the airport Hertz office
(https://www.google.com/maps/@34.6496977,-112.4275524,3a,75y,165.08h,64.48t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1s
in Prescott, Arizona. He arrived after hours and there was no one at the rental office to check him out.
He parked the car at an empty spot, placed the car key in the fuel cap, and took a service bus to the
retreat. In the morning he realized that he left a some sensitive items in the rental and using the madeup
name “Joseph McGee”, called-in the rental office to retrieve his valuables. Unbeknown to the Mr. McGee
(the song “Me And Bobby McGee” is in his iTunes
(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/me-and-booby-mcgee.jpg) and a playlist), two Hertz
employees named Zachary (https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/zachary-romfo-hertz.jpg)
and Emily already processed the car and found his drug paraphernalia and stash. They also checked
him out on the internet using his driver license and found out that he was an aristocrat.

Following the company SOP on reporting contraband, Jennifer
(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/jennifer-hertz-1.jpg), the Hertz branch manager, not
realizing the storm she was about to unleash (she was laid-off several months later despite a staller 14
years of service with the company), contacted the Prescott PD and told them about the problematic VIP
customer.

The PD promptly sent a patrol car and detectives to investigate. The visit resulted in the filing of a
“narcotics offense” report and the collection of evidence from the crime scene, some of the retrieved
items included:

1. A plastic baggie with crack
2. An iPhone
3. A crack pipe with cocaine residue
4. A Secret Service business card with Hunter’s name 
5. Number of credit cards with Hunter’s name
6. 2 DC driver licenses with hunters name
7. Beau Biden’s official attorney-general badge



Document 1: The Prescott, Arizona PD Hunter Biden report

The Game is Afoot 
Leaving these sanative items behind and using a false identity to try and retrieve them suggests that
Hunter could have also been under the influence when he dropped-off the car. According to the police
report, the case was classified a top priority and the FBI immediately dispatched agents to the site and
actively “worked the scene”. The Secret Service was also mobilized and its agents were able to locate
Hunter quickly and inform the Prescott police that all was well and that they didn’t have to worry about
him.

Despite the SS assurance that all was well, there was still that pesky problem of the police retrieving
significant amount of contraband form Hunter’s car and that all of it was linked directly to him via the
rental agreement, and the two driver licenses. For the sake of brevity I’m completely ignoring the fact
that he was carrying his brothers DA badge.



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/shauna-stangl.jpg) 
Image 1: Shauna Stangl (https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/manifestation-puma-st.-
angel.mp4), the President and Owner of Grace Grove Retreat Center who housed Hunter and aided and
abetted him in hiding his true identity from the Prescott Police

To complicate matters, the lab tests ordered by the police detectives came back positive, indicating that
the glass pipe contained cocaine residue. At that point it should have been an open-and-shut case. The
only thing left to do (would happen to the average Joe schmoe), was to invite Hunter to the station for a
friendly chat. But, Hunter just like his cousin (https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/caroline-
biden.jpg) Caroline, summoned (https://people.com/politics/caroline-biden-avoids-jail-time-pleading-
guilty-dui/) the dark arts. and low and behold, In an act of Deus ex machina
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deus_ex_machina), the forensic lab failed to find any fingerprints on
the pipe, failed to evaluate the little bag with the white powder. Naturally, the DA declined to bring
criminal charges and the case against Hunter dissolved.

On 02/15/2016, almost four month later, there were still lingering whispers between Hunter and the
Prescott PD (with Sargent Small and detective Bernard), but the case was closed. For some unknown
reasons, it never occurred to anyone in the AZ LEA or the DA to ask Hunter about why he was in
possession and was transporting cocaine across state lines? If he was under the influence of drugs while
driving? And why he and his guru ‘Puma St. Angel’ obstructed the police investigation? The detectives
and FBI agents also never bothered to locate “Joseph McGee” and follow-up with Puma, who politely
but firmly told the Prescott police that she wasn’t going to talk to them anymore.



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/hunters-crack-pipe-1.jpg) 
Image 2: Hunter smoking his crack pipe and leaving plenty of finger prints on it. In Arizona
(https://www.azleg.gov/ars/13/03408.htm),  cocaine possession is a 4 felony. The presumptive prison
term for a class 4 felony is 2.5 years, and the aggravated term is three years and nine months.

The failure to find fingerprints on the pipe is puzzling because Hunter wasn’t even fingerprinted or
asked to give a written statement. There was also the issue of his finger prints on the bag of cocaine.
Clearly, the failure to complete the investigation wasn’t due to lack of leads. It’s clear from the report
that the police successfully traced the source of the call of the mysterious “Joseph McGee” to Hunter
Biden and identified him as the primary POI.

The chain of custody of the crime scene evidence suggests that the items were likely mishandled by the
FBI  team who ‘supervised’ the investigation. It’s also clear from at least one conversation that the crack
pipe was likely wiped clean. This bleaching operation, though, a bit amateurish, shows fiendish raw
talent and villainous creativity. It seems that the DOJ has come a long way since the Chappaquiddick
incident (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chappaquiddick_incident). Back then, they only fiddled with
Edward Kennedy’s (the 1972 democratic presidential hopeful) DMV records to make it “unblemished
(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/edward-kennedya-unblemished-driving-record.jpg)”
(1). Now, they’ve upgraded their repertoire and are offering favorable political candidates a much
wider-range of of services like crime scene re-decoration and active interference with local LEA
investigations.

This pattern of crime and no punishment can only be explained by the fact that Hunter is a life long
member of some VIP protection club. In several other cases, the Delaware and Philadelphia PDs and
DAs also had firsthand knowledge of Hunter’s criminal activity, but made a political decision to ignore
it. Just like in the Prescott PD case, we have records of communications between Hunter and various
detectives like: Reynolds
(https://web.archive.org/web/20201228171735/http://montcocourtnews.blogspot.com/2015/04/mont
county-detectivemichael-j.html), Garland, Breit, Jubb, Catov, Miller, Litchendorf, and other state and
federal agents on how to make the various issues ‘go away’.

It’s not entirely surprising, but it is somewhat alarming how vast the Biden influence network is. Since
the evidence from Hunter’s laptop has been made public, legions of prominent individuals
(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/public-statement-on-the-hunter-biden-emails.pdf) in
the fashion of a locust swarm which obscure the sun, are working overtime to spike the story and
discredit the evidence against the Bidens.



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/gardiner-harris-nyt.jpg) 
Image 3: Summoning an apple polisher to lick the Biden boots. For a good time and favorable
propaganda (https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/gardiner-harris-a-biden-bootlicker.pdf),
call Gardiner Harris (https://www.nytimes.com/by/gardiner-harris). Harris is one of a legions of
reporters (https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/our-free-press.jpg) specifically assigned to
‘take care’ of the Biden PR needs. 

All of this is quite an achievement for the DOJ and IC and a feat worthy of some sort of a medal.
Especially, if we consider the whole Steele Dossier (https://apelbaum.wordpress.com/2018/03/17/the-
mechanics-of-deception/) affair and the treatment that LG Flynn and Carter Page received from people
like Brennan, Comey, Strzok, and Clinesmith. Mind you, in those cases, unlike the hours of high-res
footage and audio showing Hunter In flagrante delicto, they had to ‘manufacture’ the evidence for the
alleged crimes by resorting to 19 century Dreyfus affair style
(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/dreyfus-dossier-vs.-trump-dossier1.pdf) back-alley
forgeries (https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/kevin-clinesmith-fbi-pleads-
guilty/2020/08/19/6c0dec54-e0a0-11ea-8dd2-d07812bf00f7_story.html) and secret courts.

Show Me The Crime 
So, riddle me this, O masters of investigative journalism: which content on the laptop is fake
(https://www.businessinsider.com/new-york-post-hunter-joe-biden-giuliani-red-flags-disinformation-
2020-10)? And how exactly is this a Russian disinformation operation? The evaluation of the massive
contents of Hunter’s laptop successfully matched and identified the women that were involved in his
sex acts, it located his drug dealers and his pimps
(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/drugs-and-prostitiuton-hq-at-48-pond-st-east-haven-
ct-dianna-pagano-1.jpg), it confirmed his exact whereabouts during these sessions using biometric
markers such as voice and face recognition, It confirmed his activity via his use of IM, video, audio, and
imagery, it identified his banking activity as well as the ‘non-traceable’ payment methods and his
complete CDR (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_detail_record). It also tracked his IP addresses and
MAC address, and the burner phones he used to evade detection.

All this was done with match rates in excess of 90% accuracy (which is more than LEA and intelligence
operations require) and with precision that far exceeds that of typical police forensics in a serious crime.
In fact, no one knows the fine details of Hunter’s appearance
(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/body-and-objects.jpg) and anatomy including
clothing, jewelry, body geometry, scars, beauty marks, and vein location quite as well as the AI used in
the analysis. So please enlighten us: which of the images or documents on his laptop are Russian



forgeries? Which of the people are synthetic and don’t’ exist?  Which phone call, text, or email is made-
up? And how in the world did the Russians force Hunter to drop-off his laptop at the repair shop and
abandon it there?

Et tu, Me Too Movement? 
What ever happened to “You are not alone! We see you, we hear you…we’re here too!“ voices?  
Is it jus my impression, or did the Me Too movement (https://metoomvmt.org) and other women rights
and the progressive voices in the media have suddenly gone silent about the wholesale exploitation of
women by Hunter?

I have looked high and low, but it seems that none of the guardians of virtue have anything to say about
the dirty deeds of the smartest guy Joe knows (https://apelbaum.wordpress.com/2020/11/13/the-
smartest-guy-joe-knows/). Au contraire, they are lining up the streets with choruses of admirers
extolling Hunter’s novus homo virtues. Vanity Fair
(https://www.vanityfair.com/style/2020/12/hunter-biden-art-show-painting-department-of-justice-
investigation) and the NYT (https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/28/arts/design/hunter-biden-
art.html) are stumbling over each other with fawning adoration proclaiming that Hunter is a ‘fine artist’
and are promoting his upcoming gallery debut. In his little NYT propaganda featurette about the freshly
laundered Hunter, Adam Popescu (https://muckrack.com/adampopescu) provides endless flowery
descriptions of his fine art techniques. This included fruity passages like:

“His process with alcohol ink — it can take 14 layers for the material to adhere — includes blowing it with a metal
straw. “You have to be really focused in order to be able to alter it to your own imagination,”

So, there you have it, Hunter spends hours blowing alcohol on paper through a straw. In light of all of
the evidence in the public domain, this is the only worthy Biden news that the NYT could come up with.
What is ostensibly missing from Popescu’s puff piece are real questions like: ‘why did you engage in
revenge porn (https://apelbaum.wordpress.com/2020/10/29/hunter-bidens-pornhub-page/) against
your sister-in-law?’ or ‘is it true that you were sexually inappropriate
(https://apelbaum.wordpress.com/2020/10/27/absolute-power-corrupts-absolutely/) with an
underage family member?’ Ironically, this is the same Popescu who in 2017, wrote a piece titled “Does
Watching Porn Lead To Prostitution? (https://medium.com/@adampopescu/is-porn-a-grooming-tool-
for-prostitution-and-trafficking-875c9ff9255c)”, in it, he sheds many crocodile tears about the sexual
exploitation of women and sadly concludes that:

“A 2003 study published (http://www.prostitutionresearch.com/pdf/Prostitutionin9Countries.pdf)by the
Journal of Trauma Practice interviewed 854 prostituted women across 9 countries, and found that 47% reported
that they were upset by customers trying to make them perform what the customer had seen in porn. In the US,
41% claimed they were forced to perform acts against their will, acts their tormentors viewed in porn, and were
attempting to emulate. About half were then forced to have that degradation filmed, echoing Grillo’s experience.”



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/smoking-crack.jpg) 
Image 4: A sampling of Hunter sex binges soliciting prostitution and supplying his VERY young female
companions with crack and encouraging them to smoke it. One of these partners was a family member

Hunter was furnishing and pressuring women to smoke crack and engage in sex acts that would make
(https://apelbaum.wordpress.com/2019/09/15/multi-tiered-justice/) Spritzer, Wiener, and Epstein
blush. With the release of the Hunter laptop materials, the media and the intelligentsia had all of the
proof they need to do their constitutionally protected job. Yet, despite all of this, not a peep from the
righteous multitudes who just recently were falling on their moral swords during the Cavanaugh and
Barrett confirmation hearings. 
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(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/from-russia-with-love.jpg)

In 2018, Hunter Biden spent hours and thousands of dollars on two-way video sex chats. Some of these
were with Russian girls. The two way video included a full view of his face and him masturbating. In
addition to the virtual sex, while traveling, Hunter also hired Russian strippers and prostitutes. In one
such encounter, when visiting the ‘body shop’ club, one of the Russian strippers took his $8.5K Gucci
jacket.



 (https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/im-
working.jpg) 
Image 1: Chatting with one of the ladies



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/my-stolen-8k-gucci-jacket.jpg) 
Image 2: Hunter’s $8.5K Gucci bomber jacket has gone missing

In second incident, the escort gained access to his laptop and used it to transfer over 20K from his bank
account. That same laptop contained the names, phone numbers, email addresses (both government and
private) of White House and senior federal officials such as President Barack Obama.  



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/send-you-love-and-money-to-russia.jpg) 
Image 3: Kristina and Rimma two Russians working girls looking for their payment

In a third incident, Hunter was forced to make payments to two girls in Russia. The payment was for a
threesome encounter and wasn’t related to his regular use of video sex chat.

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/oxana-russki-where-is-my-money.jpg) 
Image 4: Oxana Russki, a trafficked Russian sex worker texting Hunter looking for her missing payment

On October 1, 2018, Hunter participated in an orgy in LA. Present at the rented villa
(https://www.google.com/maps/place/1425+Devlin+Dr,+Los+Angeles,+CA+90069/@34.0944507,-118.3
118.3875172) were several Russian sex worker; at least one of them had what appears to be a sex slave
branding tattoo. There were also several Russian males at the house that had what appears to be Russian
organized crime tattoos. One female who transported the guests and stayed in the house was affiliated



with a US defense contractor that develops C4I
(https://defenseinnovationmarketplace.dtic.mil/communities-of-interest/c4i_coi/) systems for the
DoD.

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/the-west-hollywood-russia-party-1.jpg) 
Image 5: One of Hunter’s Russian parties. This event in this composite took place in Bevery Hills and
included girls, drugs, rivers of vodka, and plenty of compromising images of Hunter in action. Four
days later, on October 5, he participated in a similar event
(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/hunter-biden-pornhub-profile.jpg) in Malibu

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/west-hollywood-party-object-validation-1.jpg) 
Image 6: Object, entity, and location confirmation for Hunter Biden October 1, 2018 event

Tom Clancy on a ton of Ritalin couldn’t make this stuff up. The few events mentioned here are just a
sampling of Hunter’s long running sex and drug marathons. If we consider the fact that everyone knew
who he was, that he was a high value intelligence target, and the close links between Russian organized
crime and FSB/GRU, it’s almost certain that he and his family were under constant foreign surveillance.
Based on the material evidence, it’s highly likely that Hunter was compromised as early as mid 2015
when he started sleeping a female family member and according to her ‘got her addicted to crack
cocaine’. 



Keeping all of this in mind, when people like John Brannon, Leon Panetta, Jim Clapper, and Mike
Hayden signed a letter (https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/signed-letter.pdf) stating that
the Hunter laptop is a Russian influence operation, they really misspoke. What they should have said
was that the Russians have successfully evaded US counter intelligence for several years while
compromising the Biden family and were now in a position to control Joe Biden if he got elected.
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(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/secure.gov_.jpg) 
Image 7: Sample screenshot showing Hunter accessing a secure US.gov content. His password was the
name of his favorite man’s clothing store in Beverly Hills. Hunter kept his passwords and other
classified and sensitive information in unprotected notes and text files on multiple devices.
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(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/the-rat-years.jpg)

Several MSM outlets have been challenging the validity of Tony Bobulinski’s claims regarding Joe
Biden’s and his brother Jim’s involvement with Hunter’s China business activity. The latest NY Post
forensic evaluation confirmed that Bobulinski’s emails are legit. But apparently, this is not good enough
for media outlets like CNN, NYT and WaPo which continue to challenge these emails and any claims of
“family” involvement.

The following is a small sampling of documents and other digital evidence that confirms Bobulinski’s
assertions. This content has been certified via traditional computer forensic techniques. It has also been
authenticated with multi-source intelligence fusion methods using these sources:

1. Hunter Biden’s official identification documents such as driver license, passport, global entry pass,
birth certificate, and credit cards 

2. A variety of Hunter Biden’s financial records, such as wire transfers and account balance statements
3. Source documents such as notarized contracts and hand written notes
4. Electronic communications like email and IM
5. Voice, imagery, phone CDR and location data, network linkages, and spatiotemporal data such as

GPS routing, travel and hotel stays
6. Deeds and titles



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/id-validation.jpg) 
Image 1: Sampling of ID artifacts used to authenticate Hunter Biden

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/hunter-fr-1.jpg) 
Image 2: Sampling of face recognition validation used to authenticate Hunter Biden from hundreds of
proprietary images



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/show-me-the-money.jpg) 
Image 3: Show me the money! Hunter pressing Mervyn Yan from CEFC for payment and the
subsequent wire transfers to his account and the Chinese payment to Owasco P.C
(https://opencorporates.com/companies/us_dc/EXTUID_2684079), one of Biden’s businesses

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/biden-family-and-cefc-contract-and-wire-transfers-to-
ny-bank.jpg) 
Image 4: Sample of one of the Biden contracts



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/dear-hunter-business-is-great.jpg) 
Image 5: Business with China is booming: the introduction of Bobulinski, additional investment in
SinoHawk (another Biden family venture), and sending warm regards to Hunter and his “family”



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/income-statements.jpg) 
Image 6: Accounting income summary 2013-2015. Note the phantom payments that are not accounted
for and are considered by the accounting firm as ‘unreported’ income

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/owasco-payments.jpg) 
Image 7: Sample emails showing that Burisma is leveraging Joe Biden and how payments are being



funneled via Hunter’s companies but are not reported as income

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/burisma-strategy-tied-to-biden-speeches.jpg) 
Image 8: Burisma strategy tied to Biden activity



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/family-emploees-1.jpg) 
Image 9: Sampling of one of the ‘family’ accounts used by the Bidens to distribute the Chinese payment
proceeds.  The bank account of Hudson West III LLC in Great Neck NY showing uncle Jim and aunt Sara
as company employees, each with their own company issued credit card.

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/thats-the-easiest-500-million-dollar-you-ever-
made.jpg) 
Image 10: “That’s the easiest $500 million dollar you ever made!”. An email from Hunter’s accountant
congratulating him on closing a major energy consulting contract



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/access-to-classified-ukraine-strategy-minutes.jpg) 
Image 11: Near real-time access to classified White House Ukraine policy meeting and the call minutes.
The information was then shared with Bursima

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/the-perks.jpg) 
Image 12: Sampling of the soft perks that came with rank. Fur coats, Rolex watches, a 3.16 carat
diamond, and talking business with the King of Jordan. Many of these ‘gifts’ weren’t reported to the IRS
nor CBP



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/hunter-bidens-sweet-rides-1.jpg) 
Image 13: Sampling of the sweet rides
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What is CEFC?  
CEFC China Energy Company Limited was one of the largest and most internationalized  
companies in China, listed as 229th on Fortune Global 500 with over 30,000 employees. With energy,



finance and international banking as its main business, the company conducted investment all over the
world. It claimed to have a first class global finance and investment team. It owned multiple financial
platforms such as banks, securities, and asset management and had a controlling stakes in a European
bank. It invested in various high-level European companies in the areas of airlines, tourism and e-
commerce. In March 2020, the company was declared bankrupt as well as its subsidiaries CEFC
Shanghai International and CEFC Hainan International. The company used a complex web of affiliated
entities (like the Biden companies) to facilitate fake deals, inflate trade figures and obtain bank loans to
fuel its expansion.

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/liu-yadong-hunters-boss-at-cefc.jpg) 
Image 14: Yadong Liu, the profile of CEO of CEFC and Hunter’s business partner

XRVision Sentinel AI Platform (https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/sentinel-ai-analytics-
platform-architecture-2.1.jpg) – Face recognition, image reconstruction, and object classification
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(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/the-things-my-father-taught-me.jpg)

Here’s a short review to help clarify some of the questions regarding Hunter Biden’s tattoo and it’s
meaning. He does have a tattoo on his back and it was inked in September of 2018.  The tattoo depicts
the Finger Lakes (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finger_Lakes), a group of long, narrow lakes that run
roughly north–south in New York state.

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/hunter-tattoo-9-2018-1.jpg) 
Image 1: Hunter Biden’s tattoo collection and some linkages

In terms of significance, the tattoo is tied to his enterprise of companies. One example of this linkage is
payments to an individual (POI-1) who has little visible history, a background, or internet footprint.
These transactions involved reoccurring six digit wire transfers from Owasco P.C.
(https://opencorporates.com/companies/us_dc/EXTUID_2684079) to POI-1’s bank account in
Chicago. Owasco happens to be the name of one of Hunter Biden’s companies. Seneca and Oneida are
two other companies and the names of two additional Finger Lakes. The sources of the payments to
Owasco were the Ukrainian Burisma and a Romanian energy firm named Octogon.



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/letter-of-authorization-to-transfer-funds-owasco.jpg) 
Image 2: Letter of authorization for a reoccurring fund transfer from Owasco P.C. to POI-1

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/phillipa-haron.jpg) 
Image 3: Utilizing AI to identify the artist who painted the Hunter Biden erotica collection. The artist



Phillipa Horan (https://www.phillipahoran.com/) describes herself as “a feminist engaged in the
exploration of what lies beneath the surface of the institution and focuses on unseen sub-networks and
connections that create new motifs of subversion.”
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(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/biden-grand-auto-thetf-edition.jpg)

Acts like teleportation and turning invisible require a powerful wizard and some serious magic. Ilich
Ramírez Sanchez AKA ‘Carlos the Jackal’ (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carlos_the_Jackal), used to
perform these types of magic tricks for years. He would execute complex terror attacks or an
assassination and then he’d disappear without a trace. He moved around Europe, the Middle East, and
African using a elaborate network of safe houses. He had access to unlimited cash, high grade
explosives, weapons, and authentic travel documents. Yet despite spending millions of dollars and tens
of thousands of man-hours, western intelligence was unable to lay their hands on him.



So how exactly did the Jackal’s magic work? It’s simple, he was shielded by the KGB, who collaborated
with the intelligence agencies of several Arab countries including Libya and Syria which facilitated his
activity. The moment the KGB decided to drop him, the magic ended and he was immediately tracked
and arrested.

Hunter Biden’s escapades also resemble this type of magic. His questionable business dealing and
practices aside, if you consider the allegations of sexual abuse of a minor, the volumes of cocaine he
purchased, the illegal sex solicitation in multiple jurisdictions, and his relationship with some real seedy
characters, it’s mind boggling how Hunter didn’t light up a police vice squad radar in every jurisdiction
he visited or become the target of a major federal probe.

So, what was Hunter’s secret power? It turns out that his ability to walk through walls could be
attributed to an all-powerful fixer and enabler service. The composite below may help demystify the
question of how he managed to get away with this conduct for years.

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/hunters-personal-fixers-1.jpg) 
Image 1: We are at the door, Open it. A sample IM exchange between Hunter and one of his fixers.



Document 1: Hunter’s poem “A Mystery to Myself”. Written on 8/15/17 at 3:35 AM
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(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/please-stop.jpg)

We don’t often see the movement of our political power clockwork, but every so often a little gap in the
curtain opens and you get a glimpse of the machinery. Hunter Biden’s laptop is one of these rare
insights. After analyzing some of laptop content, I can with certainty that no, there is no single little man
who is pulling the leavers and speaking into the load speaker. Rather, there are legions of the gray and
faceless bureaucrats, armies of willing enablers in the media, senior and mid-level management at
various LEA, DOJ, IC, State Department, and the swarms of local politicians. Each contributing their
widow’s mite to prop-up ‘’the big guy’ and his network, in hope that in return, a few scraps from
master’s table would fall on their lap. Yes, the travel papers may say a ‘Constitutional Republic’, but, it
reality, it’s the good ol’ lord vassal (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vassal) feudal system. 

The following sampling of IMs illustrates what it means to be untouchable
(https://apelbaum.wordpress.com/2020/12/28/the-russians-made-me-do-it/).

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/child-abuse-drugtexts-details-1.jpg) 
Image 1: Full text thread of one conversation between Hunter Biden and a family member discussing
various topics such as alleged inappropriate sexual conduct with a family minor (Click on image to
zoom)



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/hunter-biden-text-1.jpg) 
Image 2: Part-1



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/hunter-biden-text-2.jpg) 
Image 3: Part-2



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/hunter-biden-text-3.jpg) 
Image 4: Part-3



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/hunter-biden-text-4.jpg) 
Image 5: Part-4 (see supporting visual in Image 6)



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/visual-nerrative-1.jpg) 
Image 6: “Walking around naked, watching porn, masturbating (on a live cam), and doing drugs”

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/hunter-biden-text-5.jpg) 
Image 7: Part-5



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/child-abuse-texts.jpg) 
Image 8: Sampling of several other text threads between Hunter Biden and family and business
associates alleging inappropriate sexual conduct with a family minor (Click on image to zoom in).  The
communications clearly show that his father, mother, and uncle were aware of the charges against him
by the mother of the minor but colluded to suppress the evidence

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/jim-and-hunter-biden-profiles.jpg) 
Image 9: Sampling of two authenticated user profiles who participated in the messaging conversations

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/a-loaded-gun.jpg) 
Image 10: Second conversation confirming Hunter’s gun related incident (see Image 4: Part-3).  “She



(Hallie Biden) tossed out the gun where a kid could have blown his sister’s head off”.  In Delaware
(https://delcode.delaware.gov/sessionlaws/ga150/chp035.shtml) where this incident took place, the
resulting unsafe storage of the handgun was a class A or B misdemeanor
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LFH4 Beau Biden Foundation for the Protection of Children
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160204094406/https://delcf.org/fund/biden/)  
Stated mission: We believe that child abuse can be prevented through educating adults and children, developing
the next generation of child welfare professionals and strengthening child protection laws around the country.

Note: The Beau Foundation board of directors includes luminaries such as the honorable Louis Freeh
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Freeh), who is a former judge and the director of the FBI (1993-
2001).
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(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/corrupt-reporter-and-former-ic-official-1.jpg)



On October 19, 2020 in a document entitled “Public Statement on the Hunter Biden Emails
(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/public-statement-on-the-hunter-biden-emails.pdf)”,
more than 50 former US intel officials signed a propaganda letter saying they believe the Hunter Biden
laptop and email stories had ‘all the classic earmarks of a Russian information operation’.

They stated:

“There are a number of factors that make us suspicious of Russian involvement. Such an opera<on would be
consistent with Russian objec<ves, as outlined publicly and recently by the Intelligence Community, to create
poli<cal chaos in the United States and to deepen poli<cal divisions here but also to undermine the candidacy of
former Vice President Biden and thereby help the candidacy of President Trump. For the Russians at this point,
with Trump down in the polls, there is incen<ve for Moscow to pull out the stops to do anything possible to help
Trump win and/or to weaken Biden should he win. A “laptop op” fits the bill, as the publica<on of the emails are
clearly designed to discredit Biden.”

This letter is a textbook example of what is wrong with many of our current and former intelligence
officials. On the professional front, if this is what they truly believe based on elevating the evidence,
then, they are completely incompetent. On the other hand, if this is a political gambit, then it shows that
they are morally bankrupt and untrustworthy. Misleading public statements like that are designed to
subvert the truth, deceive the public, and pay political homage. Regardless if its incompetence, malice or
both, it’s a reenactment of the biblical Sin of the Spies (https://www.sefaria.org/Numbers.13.27-29?
lang=bi&aliyot=0). 

In his “Discredited Intel “Professionals” Push Lie About Russian Interference”, Larry Johnson shares this
sentiment.  He wrote (https://sonar21.com/discredited-intel-professionals-push-lie-about-russian-
interference/):

“Their inability to grasp basic facts and engage in simple reasoning perhaps explains why the Obama team
abandoned American military and intelligence officials at Benghazi in September 2012 and why they considered
ISIS as “a junior varsity” team.”

No, dear senior former intelligence officers, Hunter’s laptop and emails saga aren’t your imaginary
Russians again. The repair shop that handled Hunter Biden’s equipment is confirmed to have received
the three damaged laptops directly from Hunter Biden in person and we have plenty of evidence to tie
Hunter to the transaction.

For example, he personally signed on the work order on June 13th (and agreed to the 90 day
abandonment terms). His signature on the computer repair work order matches his known signature
and other verified documents and artifacts including: corporate resolutions, credit cards, payment
records, contracts, and other official documents.

Hunter also came back to the repair shop a few days later and picked up two of the three laptops.
During his second visit he dropped-off a data recovery USB drive for the third laptop (which we can
prove as well). In terms of chain of custody verification, the third laptop is now in FBI custody, which
can be easily used to authenticate the data and claims made by outlets like the NY Post. 

So what are the exact basis for the media claims that this is a Russian influence operation? Do perjurers
(https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2018/01/19/james-clappers-perjury-dc-made-men-dont-
get-charged-lying-congress-jonathan-turley-column/1045991001/) and liars
(https://www.cjr.org/first_person/cia_michael_hayden_expert.php) like James Clapper, Michael
Hayden, Leon Panetta (https://apelbaum.wordpress.com/2019/09/03/toxic-masculinity-my-foot/),
and John Brennan have us seriously believe that the Russians somehow convinced Hunter Biden to drop
of his laptop at that specific repair shop and then to abandon it?



(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/signiture-validation-2.jpg) 
Image 1: Hunter Biden’s verified signature on the equipment repair work order

(https://apelbaum.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/id-validation.jpg) 
Image 2: Sampling of documents used to authenticate Hunter Biden’s identify and signature
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